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ABSTRACT: A glass with the mol % composition 23.82 Y2O3·39.82 Al2O3·28.50
SiO2·2.91AlF3·4.95 ZrO2 doped with 2 mol % CeF3 is crystallized at 1250 °C for 20
h. The crystallized samples are studied using X-ray diffraction (XRD), the SEM-
based methods EBSD and EDX, as well as fluorescence microscopy. Six crystalline
phases are detected in the residual glass including alumina, YAG, Y-stabilized
zirconia (YSZ), and three different yttrium silicates of the composition Y2Si2O7.
Chemistry-assisted indexing (ChI) is successfully applied to separate YAG and YSZ
in EBSD-scans. YAG displays polygon as well as dendritic growth. Some crystals
show both mechanisms at opposite ends, indicating that the growth mechanism is
influenced by the chemistry of the surrounding glass matrix.
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■ INTRODUCTION

In the past few years, the crystallization of yttrium aluminum
garnet (YAG) from glasses has been studied because of the
potential of these materials in lighting and optic technolo-
gies.1−6 Nowadays, most commercial white light emitting
diodes (LEDs) use a GaInN blue emitter with an emission peak
at 460 nm in combination with a YAG:Ce3+ yellow phosphor.4

Currently, YAG powders embedded in polymers such as
polysiloxanes are generally used despite their poor thermal
conductivity which prevents an effective removal of the heat
generated in the phosphor. This limits the maximum light
intensity of LEDs especially for high power applications. These
problems are less significant when using crystallized YAG in an
inorganic glass matrix which is furthermore very stable against
corrosion. Unfortunately, yttrium alumo silicates do not possess
a high tendency towards the crystallization of YAG. High
temperatures are usually necessary to crystallize these glasses,
which then in turn may lead to the crystallization of other
phases such as an Al-rich phase and various yttrium silicates.6

Unfortunately, the crystallization of YAG from glasses is
difficult to achieve and hence scarcely described in the
literature. Nevertheless, there are some reports on the
spontaneous crystallization of YAG while cooling a melt7 and
the controlled crystallization of YAG from glasses.2,3,6 The
nucleation in the melt and the subsequent crystal growth
kinetics are notably affected by the diffusion of components
from the glassy matrix to the interface crystal/glass and vice
versa. Chemical variations may significantly change the growth
mechanisms of YAG in glass as well as nucleation rates.3 The
growth of YAG in glasses has been described to lead to polygon
structures3 as well as to dendrites.2,6

The transparency of the glass-ceramics is usually discussed in
terms of light scattering by crystals dispersed in a glass matrix.
However, good transparency requires low optical scattering and
low atomic absorption. The attenuation of light due to

scattering depends upon the difference in the refractive indices
of the two phases and the size and distribution of crystals in the
glass. While the size of the crystals must usually be smaller than
the wavelength of light if scattering and diffraction is to be
avoided, recently prepared glass-ceramics containing large
crystals also show a high transparency due to adapted diffractive
indices.8 Some traditional transparent glass-ceramics contain
fairly large volume concentrations of crystals (up to 85%) but
do not scatter light due to the small crystal size.9−11 A possible
strategy to avoid light scattering is to prepare a material with
crystallite sizes notably smaller than half the wavelength of
visible light (usually <50 nm) or only produce a thin surface
layer of YAG.4,6,12 For lighting, the light conversion from blue
LEDs to white light does not necessarily require a material
without any light scattering.
In this work, we present the crystallization of multiple phases

from a glass including Ce3+-doped YAG of both dendritic and
polygon morphology. The sensitivity of phase formation and
crystal growth with respect to the glass chemistry is illustrated
by the contrast between homogeneous glass and a stria of
different composition.

■ EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH
A glass of the mol % composition 23.82Y2O3·39.82Al2O3·28.50SiO2·
2.91AlF3·4.95ZrO2 doped with 2 mol % CeF3 was prepared from
reagent grade raw materials. A mixed batch of 100 g of raw oxides was
melted for 3 h in a platinum−rhodium crucible using an electric
furnace heated to 1590 °C. The melt was stirred manually to
homogenize it and finally cast on a copper block, quenched with a
copper stamp, and transferred to a furnace preheated to 850 °C, which
was subsequently switched off, cooling the glass with a rate of about 5
K/min.
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Differential thermal analyses (Shimadzu DTA50) were performed
using Al2O3 powder as a reference standard and a heating rate of 5 K/
min from room temperature to 1300 °C. To study the crystallization
behavior, we cut the glass into pieces of about 1 × 1 × 1 cm3 and
transferred them to a furnace preheated to 800 °C, heated them to
1250 °C using a rate of 10 K/min where they were kept for 20 h.
Finally, the furnace was switched off and the samples cooled with a
rate of approximately 5 K/min.
The glass and annealed samples were characterized by X-ray

diffraction in a θ-2-θ-setup (Siemens D5000) using CuKα radiation.
The glass-ceramics were further characterized using a Jeol JSM-7001F
scanning electron microscope (SEM) equipped with an EDAX Trident
analyzing system containing a TSL Digiview 3 EBSD-camera. Samples
were mounted using Ag paste and coated with a thin layer of carbon at
about 1 × 10−3 Pa to achieve a conductive surface. EBSD scans were
collected and evaluated using the programs TSL OIM Data Collection
5.31 and TSL OIM Analysis 5.31. EBSD data acquisition was
performed using a accelerating voltage of 20 kV.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The prepared glass was yellowish and optically transparent. The
glass transition temperature Tg determined by dilatometry was
860 °C. Figure 1 presents XRD-patterns obtained from the

solid glass and from a sample annealed at 1250 °C (390 K
above Tg) for 20 h and powdered for XRD analysis. While the
casted glass is X-ray amorphous; the annealed sample shows
distinct XRD-lines which are all attributable to YAG (JCPDS
file 82−0575) and yttrium-stabilized zirconia (YSZ, JCPDS file
037−1307). Other phases are not indicated by XRD.
A photograph of the polished surface of a sample annealed

for 20 h is presented in Figure 2a. A white stria is discernible
near the top of the otherwise yellow sample. The framed area is
presented in the SEM micrograph of Figure 2b, which already
reveals the presence of more phases than indicated by XRD
analysis. The EBSD patterns of six crystalline phases are
presented below, most of which may also be discerned by their
SEM contrast. Pattern 1 was obtained from the darkest phase in
the SEM-micrograph and may be well-indexed as α-Al2O3
(corundum). The dark gray phase forming the polygon
structures outside the stria and the finer structures inside the
stria are both YAG (pattern 2, ICSD-file 74607). The slightly
brighter structures in the SEM micrograph provide the EBSD

patterns 3−5, which may all be indexed as yttrium silicates (YS)
of the composition Y2Si2O7 and are not easily separated by their
SEM contrast. Pattern 3 indicates monoclinic ε-Y2Si2O7 (ε-YS,
ICSD-file 28004), whereas pattern 4 indicates orthorhombic δ-
Y2Si2O7 (δ-YS, ICSD-file 33721). Both of these phases are
detected only inside the stria, whereas the third YS indicated by
pattern 5 is monoclinic β-Y2Si2O7 (β-YS, ICSD-file 281312)
and only found outside the stria.
The smallest crystals are very bright but difficult to discern at

this magnification and may also be indexed as YAG although
they clearly have a different mean atomic number. EDX-
analyses were performed and confirmed the chemical
compositions of the previously described phases. The bright
phase showed a composition of 27.7Zr·11.6Y·59.2O·1.0Ce·0.5
Al (at %), meaning this is the YSZ indicated by XRD where
some of the Y has been substituted by Ce and Al was basically
expelled from the crystal during its growth. Although YAG and
YSZ share the same cubic space group, the a-axis of YAG
(ICSD-file 74607, a = 12.024 Å) is more than twice as large as
that of YSZ (ICSD-file 164864, a = 5.165 Å). It is hence
possible to distinguish these phases in the EBSD software using
the bandwidth ratio matching function. However, activating this
function in scans incorporating all occurring phases introduced
new indexing problems especially for corundum.
The area inside the lower frame of Figure 2b is presented in a

higher magnification in Figure 3 to visualize the crystallization
outside the stria. The small, bright YSZ-crystals are now clearly
visible. Because of the problem of separating YSZ and YAG
based on their crystallography, chemistry-assisted indexing
(ChI) was used to distinguish the phases in the EBSD scan
performed within the area framed in the SEM-micrograph. In
this process, EDX data are collected simultaneous to the EBSD
patterns and later used to reindex the scan and distinguish
phases based on their chemistry as well as their crystallog-
raphy.13 The achieved phase distinction enables to perform
phase specific crystal orientation and texture analysis.
The presented phase+IQ map of the scan (left) shows that

phase distinction was successful. It also shows that only one of

Figure 1. XRD pattern of the glassy sample and the samples
crystallized at 1250 °C for 20 h.

Figure 2. (a) Image of the polished surface of a sample crystallized at
1250 °C for 20 h. (b) SEM micrograph of the area framed in a. The
areas framed in b are presented in the Figures 3 and 5 in greater detail.
The EBSD patterns 1−6 were obtained from different crystal phases in
the sample.
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the three dark spots inside the YAG crystal (white arrow) is a
pore, whereas the other two are corundum crystals with
morphologies very different from that of the large corundum
crystals observed throughout the sample. The correlation of the
phases in this map with the orientation information presented
in the IPF+IQ map presented to the right shows that the large
corundum structure is in fact composed of multiple crystals of
different orientations. None of the phases in this map show
orientational commonalities between individual crystals. A
larger area of polygon YAG was also scanned to confirm this
statement with a representative number of crystals. The framed
area in the IPF+IQ map contains two β-YS crystals which share
a common (110) plane, i.e., twinning of this phase is observed.
As this area of β-YS is almost surrounded by corundum, it
seems likely that twinning occurred as a mechanism of stress
relaxation either during growth or cooling.
As the YSZ crystals in Figure 3 do not show a discernible

texture, it may be concluded that YSZ usually assumes the
shape of small spheres. In some cases, crystallographically
characteristic shapes (faceting) may be observed as shown in
Figure 4. Indexing the EBSD pattern obtained from the YSZ
hexagon shows that this crystal has an orientation with a (111)
plane almost parallel to the cut plane of the sample as indicated
by the wire frame. Hence, this crystal probably formed a cube
during its growth. Note that the YSZ crystals are much smaller
if embedded in corundum compared to the rest of the sample
in Figures 3 and 4.
As stated before, the growth morphology of YAG is very

different inside the stria. Figure 5 presents the area in the top

frame of Figure 2b in greater detail to visualize crystal
morphologies. An EBSD-scan was performed inside the framed
area and reindexed using ChI to provide the phase+IQ map
presented below. In addition to visualizing the achieved phase
separation, this map also shows that δ-YS occurs in the core of
the stria, whereas ε-YS is observed between the YAG crystals.
As the morphology of YAG is of interest in this case, the
selective IPF+IQ map of YAG is also presented. The observed
orientation relationships and growth morphologies clearly show
that the figure presents a 2D cut through 3D dendrites of YAG,
i.e., a completely different growth mechanism compared to the
polygon growth outside the stria. The dendritic structures in
Figure 5 incorporate orientation deviations of less than 3° over
distances of more than 100 μm. Similar changes in the crystal
orientation were observed after the surface crystallization of
YAG.6 By comparison, much larger dendritic structures with

Figure 3. SEM micrograph of the microstructure in the lower frame of
Figure 2b. An EBSD scan was performed inside the frame area. The
phase+IQ map (left) and the IPF map (right) of the scan are
presented below.

Figure 4. SEM micrograph illustrating the faceting of YSZ crystals.
The EBSD pattern was obtained from the YSZ hexagon, and the wire
frame of the unit cell is presented to visualize the indexed orientation.

Figure 5. SEM micrograph of the microstructure in the upper frame of
Figure 2b. An EBSD scan was performed inside the frame area. The
phase+IQ map of the entire scan (left) is presented as well as the IPF
map of YAG only (right).
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orientational changes of less than 5° over distances of more
than 4 mm have been grown from glass melts using chemically
induced nucleation.14 Dendritic fragmentation,15 however, was
not detected in these samples.
YAG crystals showing both polygon and dendritic growth

may be observed at the bulk/stria interface as shown in Figure
6. An EDX line scan (15 kV) was performed along the arrow

and the results are presented below. Most of the indicated
compositions match what would be expected of the respective
crystal phase, including the low Al content in YSZ previously
mentioned. However, the residual glass 1 near the polygon
YAG clearly contains more Si than the residual glass 2 in the
area where dendritic YAG is observed. Additionally, the residual
glass and the YSZ crystals show higher Ce concentrations than
YAG where it should be incorporated to cause the fluorescence
expected from the material.
Figure 7 presents fluorescence micrographs of the sample

exited with two different wavelength ranges: (a) 300−400 nm

and (b) 450−490 nm. The strong blue fluorescence inside the
stria (top) is cause by the yttrium silicates, whereas the strong
yellow fluorescence results from the YAG crystals. Hence
enough Ce3+ was incorporated into the YAG crystals to achieve
the desired fluorescence. Intensity differences between
dendritic and polygon YAG were not observed.
Pores are frequently observed between the crystals in the

sample as seen in Figure 8, where the surface was tilted by 70°

to enhance the topographical contrast. They may be explained
by the volume contraction accompanying crystal growth. Pore
formation adjacent to YAG crystallization in glasses was also
recently described in a surface crystallizing system.6

The occurrence of multiple crystalline phases in the glass-
ceramics enables to optimize their properties by controlling the
crystallization with respect to grain size and phase percen-
tages.16 The formation of YSZ and various yttrium silicates next
to YAG has also been observed during the crystallization of
yttrium oxynitride glasses17 which are, however more
complicated to produce as the glasses must be melted in a
nitrogen atmosphere. Additionally the glass analyzed here only
contains such small quantities of yttrium silicates and
corundum that they fail to be detected by XRD analysis.
A clear crystallization chronology may be formulated based

on the data presented above: YSZ is the first phase to crystallize
as it is enclosed in all other phases. Corundum is the second
phase to crystallize because the YSZ crystals inside the
corundum crystals are clearly smaller than those enclosed in
YAG and the residual glass, i.e., their growth was stopped
earlier. The third phase to crystallize is YAG because it
incorporates larger YSZ crystals. In contrast to the preferred
(111)-orientation recently reported,5 the YAG crystals
presented here do not show a texture, which is in agreement
to the results obtained from surface-crystallized YAG.6 The
corundum inclusions in YAG pointed out in Figure 3 show that
YAG may also incorporate small corundum crystals although
direct contact between YAG and corundum is otherwise rarely
observed. The respective yttrium silicates nucleate on the
surfaces of both corundum and YAG, i.e., they were the last
phases to crystallize, possibly while the sample is cooled at the
end of the annealing process.
All three YS were recently also found to crystallize in specific

locations after the crystallization of YAG from a glass surface.6

Similar to the results presented here where δ-YS formed around
the corundum crystals in the stria and ε-YS appears further
outside the stria, δ-YS was detected immediately next to the
YAG layer where a higher number of star-shaped, Al-enriched

Figure 6. SEM micrograph featuring a YAG crystal showing polygon
as well as dendritic growth. The results of an EDX linescan performed
along the superimposed line are presented below.

Figure 7. Fluorescence micrographs of the sample surface excited by
light of the wavelengths (a) 300−400 nm and (b) 450−490 nm.

Figure 8. SEM micrograph of the sample surface tilted by 70°
featuring large pores in the material.
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crystals were shown to exist6 followed by a layer of ε-YS. The β-
YS detected outside the stria was only found in the bulk of the
surface crystallizing glass.6 The crystal morphologies were very
different in ref 6 because of the high number of star-shaped
crystals blocking their growth.
YSZ nucleation is clearly not homogeneous in the sample,

even outside the stria. Corundum crystals are always observed
in an area of elevated YSZ nucleation, hence its growth is
probably initiated by the local Al enrichment caused by strong
local YSZ growth which does not incorporate Al, see Figure 6.
YAG nucleates throughout the sample except for the core of
the stria, where the density of corundum crystals is so high that
the aluminum concentration in the residual glass was
presumably not high enough to allow YAG crystallization.
The YAG growth mechanism in the stria differs from the

crystallization outside this region. Furthermore, the EDX line
scan in Figure 6 illustrates that the Si concentration is higher
near the polygon YAG than near the dendritic YAG. As
dendritic YAG is only observed inside the stria, it may be
concluded that the SiO2 concentration should be lower here
than outside the stria. Recently, J. Du18 reported on yttrium
aluminosilicate glass with comparably low silica concentrations
(5−20 mol %). It was shown that the coordination number of
aluminum and yttrium decreases with increasing silica
concentrations. Hence the coordination of aluminum shifts
from octahedral to tetrahedral. Alumina with tetrahedral
coordination enters the Si−O network and acts as network
former. Aluminum in octahedral coordination would hence be
preferred in the stria and then leads to a smaller local viscosity.
This leads to a higher nucleation rate of YSZ, which in turn
triggers the growth of corundum.
The higher Si concentration of the residual glass near the

polygon YAG indicates aluminum should preferably occur in
tetrahedral coordination, which would raise the local viscosity.
This difference in the local viscosities could cause the observed
growth mechanism change. If this is correct, it could be in
agreement with the literature, where simulations showed that
the growth mechanism of viscose fingering may be changed to
dendritic growth by changing the viscosity of the matrix.18,19

The model of viscous fingering was developed for the case of
two fluids with different viscosities forming interpenetrating
structures. It might also be applied to explain crystal growth
morphologies indicating tip splitting and possible fingering,
which have been observed in glass-ceramics,21,22 i.e., the growth
mechanisms may be comparable.
It is noteworthy that YSZ is rarely surrounded by YAG but

instead mostly occurs at the interface, see Figures 3−6. Hence
it seems plausible that YSZ crystals are pushed along by the
YAG growth front. A similar behavior has already been
described in the literature where growing polymer-dendrites
pushed away clay particles suspended in the aqueous polymer
solution.20 As there are much fewer YAG crystals then YSZ
crystals in the described areas, it seems unlikely that YSZ acts as
a nucleation agent for YAG. Nevertheless, larger nucleation
rates should lead to the preferred formation of isolated YAG
particles, whereas smaller nucleation rates should preferably
lead to dendritic growth. The latter has its reason in a limited
transport at the growth front, either in the transport of the
crystallization energy from the growth front or in the diffusion
of components, during which the respective crystal is formed
from the growth front.

■ CONCLUSIONS
A glass of the composition 23.82Y2O3·39.82Al2O3·28.50SiO2·
2.91AlF3·4.95ZrO2 doped with 2 mol % CeF3 showed
nucleation and subsequent crystal growth in the bulk after
thermal annealing for 20 h at 1250 °C. A stria of changed
chemical composition led to very different results confined to a
local area. The initial and unequally distributed nucleation of
YSZ leads to the crystallization of corundum where the YSZ
nucleation rate is high. YAG crystals nucleate in a later stage
and probably push YSZ crystals along as they grow instead of
growing around them, indicating comparably slow growth. In
the bulk of the glass, YAG forms polygon crystals without
orientational commonalities. Inside the stria, a reduced viscosity
of the glass matrix probably changes the mechanism of YAG-
growth to dendritic growth. Finally, three different yttrium
silicates of the composition Y2Si2O7 nucleate preferably in the
vicinity of corundum crystals. Both YAG and the yttrium
silicates show fluorescence indicating the incorporation of Ce3+

into their structure and making this material a candidate for
light transforming applications. Pores are formed because of the
density increase during crystallization.
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